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Outline

• What are the long term sustainability challenges for 
the cable industry? e.g. alternatives to PVC, rapid 
regulatory changes?

• Are current industry / cable standards limiting new 
solutions? 

• Which market segments can lead the technology 
transition?

• How can pinfa help the cable value chain?
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Challenges to be met

Electricals

Mechanicals

Flame Retardancy

CostMedia Resistance

Recycling / Disposal

Environmental

Past

Today

Tomorrow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Anstelle einer textlastigen Folie soll hier mittels eines Bildes die Entwicklung der  Anforderungen in der Kabelindustrie demonstriert werden Fazit: Heute und in Zukunft nehmen die „Softfacts“ weiter zu und werden mindestens so wichtig wie die funktionalen Anforderungen an ein Kabel
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As time goes by …

London Underground uses 
alternative materials to 

PVC following ignition of 
cables

first HFFR cable 
developed in the UK

1970s 1980

Zero halogen products 
in warship construction

1982 1987

London Underground 
demands fire survival 

cables

1988

All wire & cable used 
on oil platforms are to 

be made of HFFR

1996

Fire at Düsseldorf 
Airport – intense 

discussion on PVC

1998

TURI – Toxic Use 
Reduction Institute was 

established by 
Commonwealth

2001

2001

TURI initiative to look 
at different non-

halogenated chemicals

2001

Foundation of the 
International 

Consortium for Fire 
safety, health and the 

environment (ICFSHE)

2003

Several car 
manufacturers declare 
phase out scenarios for 

PVC

2006

July 2006 EU RoHS –
Restriction of Harzardous 

substances Directive

2007

Gradual phase out of 
lead and halogen 

containing stabilizers 
and compounds

Stockholm Treaty on 
Persistent organic 

pollutants

2010

2007 REACH 
enters into force

China transposes 
first part of RoHS 
directive in March 

2007

2009

Foundation of 
PINFA – March 

2009

2004 EU WEEE 
Directive on Waste 
from Electric and 

Electronic Equipment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Warum: Sollte man um die pinfa Gründung ergänzen und hieraneigentlich demonstrieren, dass ein Technologiewechsel sicherlich auch einen gewissen Antrieb benötigt und auch seine Zeit braucht um von einem Trend zu einer ernsthaften Bewegung zu werden
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Introduction

• The history of cables’ development is a success story.
• Modern life without cables is unthinkable.
• Although cables are safe, one fifth of all fires are estimated to 

originate from electrical systems1.
• In addition to technical performance criteria, sustainability will 

be more and more required in future cable systems. 
• Flame retardants make the safe use standard polymers in 

cables possible. 

Consumers and Industry request smart solutions

1) “The Hidden Fire Risk – Electrical Cables”, T Botha; www.fire-eng.c.za/cable-fires.pdf
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Dynamic green challenges

• Consumers demand safe products: fire 
safety, environmental and health aspects

• NGO’s pressure OEM’s to change their 
product profile towards environmentally 
sustainable solutions focusing e.g. on  the 
phase out of heavy metals and 
halogenated organics 

• Governments transfer consumer expec-
tations into regulations like RoHS or 
REACH

Major OEMs have committed to 
phase out PVC and brominated FR’s

Pictures: National Geographic, Greenpeace.org, Clariant (A Beard)
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Key Challenges for Cables

Consumer electronics + electrical appliances 
Low voltage power supply cable: PVC free and more 
standardized e.g. EU volunt. industry commitment

Military
Long service life; need for low smoke density and 
minimum toxicity; improved resistance against media 
like oils, fatty liquids, gasoline etc. 

Construction
Low cost, but long service life; increasing importance 
of smoke density and toxicity profile

Automotive / Transportation
Low cost, but increasing requirements on 
temperature classes and media resistance

Go green arguments

Waste 
Recycling

Health 
Safety

Health 
Safety

Safety, Waste, 
Energy
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Emerging markets for 
cables

• Fiber optics
• automotive: 42 V, E-cars

solar power incl. smart connectors
• wind energy (“high value added 

power cables”)
• Upgrading make-shift installations in 

developing countries to improve 
their safety

Sustainability

Go green argument

Picture: BASF Elastollan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Add pictures ?ClariantLanxessBASF
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Self - Limitation (1)
Standard Harmonization

Are current industry / cable standards limiting new 
solutions?

• Yes, because individual standardization by VDE, 
ISO, IEC and industry set different benchmarks, 
which were developed around the materials 
available at the time.

• But new “green requirements” will limit or restrict 
existing “robust” materials.

• Substitution requires either specific technical 
solutions (new polymer + new FR system) or 
adapting technical requirements

• Green or sustainability requirements range from 
science based definitions to "green-washing“. Picture: www.leoni.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UL 62 Flexible Cords and Cableselectrical and fire standards? geared towards PVChydrolysis resistance: 85°C, 0.5% NaCl, 1000 h30 000 bending cycles, UL 62	vs. thermoplastic elastomers, copolyester elastomers or thermoplastic polyurethanes 	No easy problem - solution1 Scope 1.1 GeneralThis standard specifies the requirements for flexible cords, elevator cables, and hoistway cables rated 600 V maximum and intended for use in accordance with CSA C22.1, Canadian Electrical Code (CEC), Part I and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0, General Requirements - Canadian Electrical Code, Part II, in Canada, NOM-001-SEDE, La Norma de Instalaciones Electricas (Mexican Electrical Code [MEC]), in Mexico, and NFPA 70, National Electrical Code (NEC), in the United States.1.2 Products includedThis standard covers the following products:a)    service cords;b)    elevator cables;c)    hoistway cables;d)    heater cords;e)    range and dryer cords;f)    cords for decorative lighting;g)    tinsel and lamp cords; andh)    special use cords._______Appliance Wiring MaterialUL 7581 Scope1.1 These requirements cover Appliance Wiring Material (AWM) in the form of single insulated conductors, multi-conductor cables, optical fibers, individual insulated conductors, and fiber optic members for use as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.2 The appliance wiring material covered by the requirements of this Standard are solely for use as factory-installed wiring either within the overall enclosure of appliances and other equipment (internal wiring) or as external interconnecting cable for appliances (external wiring), or for further processing as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.3 These requirements do not cover any wire, cable, or cord types that are presently covered in the National Electrical Code (NEC), NFPA 70, and are not intended for installation in buildings or structures in accordance with the NEC except within the scope of the installation instructions of the end-product for which their use is intended. 1.4 These requirements cover appliance wiring material with operating temperatures from a minimum 60°C (140°F) dry temperature rating and voltage ratings from a minimum 30-volt rating. Conductor size ranges from 50 AWG to 2000 kcmil. Appliance wiring material (AWM) composed entirely of optical fiber members or electrical conductors in combination with optical fiber members are also covered by these requirements. 1.5 These requirements do not cover the optical performance of any optical-fiber member or group of such members. 1.5.1 These requirements do not cover constructions which utilize flat, insulated conductors that are not laid parallel. The requirements for these products are found in the the Standard for Flexible Materials Interconnect Constructions,UL 796F. 1.5.1 added September 3, 20081.6 In addition to these constructions, this Standard establishes guidelines for the evaluation of special constructions that, due to their specific end product use, are not required to meet all of the requirements for general construction AWM. 1.7 The final acceptance of AWM is dependent upon its use in complete equipment that conforms with the standards applicable to such equipment. 
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Self - Limitation (2)
Who drives the value chain

Global or even regional standards are a dream
• CPD (Construction Products Directive) was not 

able to fully harmonize EU standards over 
more than 10 years. National tests are still 
dominant.

• Complex testing and standard procedures are 
counter productive. They hamper technology 
change and fast reaction to changing (green) 
requirements.

• Could pinfa support new efforts to fulfill the 
dream?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UL 62 Flexible Cords and Cableselectrical and fire standards? geared towards PVChydrolysis resistance: 85°C, 0.5% NaCl, 1000 h30 000 bending cycles, UL 62	vs. thermoplastic elastomers, copolyester elastomers or thermoplastic polyurethanes 	No easy problem - solution1 Scope 1.1 GeneralThis standard specifies the requirements for flexible cords, elevator cables, and hoistway cables rated 600 V maximum and intended for use in accordance with CSA C22.1, Canadian Electrical Code (CEC), Part I and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0, General Requirements - Canadian Electrical Code, Part II, in Canada, NOM-001-SEDE, La Norma de Instalaciones Electricas (Mexican Electrical Code [MEC]), in Mexico, and NFPA 70, National Electrical Code (NEC), in the United States.1.2 Products includedThis standard covers the following products:a)    service cords;b)    elevator cables;c)    hoistway cables;d)    heater cords;e)    range and dryer cords;f)    cords for decorative lighting;g)    tinsel and lamp cords; andh)    special use cords._______Appliance Wiring MaterialUL 7581 Scope1.1 These requirements cover Appliance Wiring Material (AWM) in the form of single insulated conductors, multi-conductor cables, optical fibers, individual insulated conductors, and fiber optic members for use as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.2 The appliance wiring material covered by the requirements of this Standard are solely for use as factory-installed wiring either within the overall enclosure of appliances and other equipment (internal wiring) or as external interconnecting cable for appliances (external wiring), or for further processing as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.3 These requirements do not cover any wire, cable, or cord types that are presently covered in the National Electrical Code (NEC), NFPA 70, and are not intended for installation in buildings or structures in accordance with the NEC except within the scope of the installation instructions of the end-product for which their use is intended. 1.4 These requirements cover appliance wiring material with operating temperatures from a minimum 60°C (140°F) dry temperature rating and voltage ratings from a minimum 30-volt rating. Conductor size ranges from 50 AWG to 2000 kcmil. Appliance wiring material (AWM) composed entirely of optical fiber members or electrical conductors in combination with optical fiber members are also covered by these requirements. 1.5 These requirements do not cover the optical performance of any optical-fiber member or group of such members. 1.5.1 These requirements do not cover constructions which utilize flat, insulated conductors that are not laid parallel. The requirements for these products are found in the the Standard for Flexible Materials Interconnect Constructions,UL 796F. 1.5.1 added September 3, 20081.6 In addition to these constructions, this Standard establishes guidelines for the evaluation of special constructions that, due to their specific end product use, are not required to meet all of the requirements for general construction AWM. 1.7 The final acceptance of AWM is dependent upon its use in complete equipment that conforms with the standards applicable to such equipment. 
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Self - Limitation (3)
Technical Requirements

Trend to high temp. classes in the automotive industry 
requires a change of polymer and consequently new FR systems

New technical requirements demand new cable constructions

phosphonate 
esters

* and intumescent systems

*

*

*

Presenter
Presentation Notes
UL 62 Flexible Cords and Cables1 Scope 1.1 GeneralThis standard specifies the requirements for flexible cords, elevator cables, and hoistway cables rated 600 V maximum and intended for use in accordance with CSA C22.1, Canadian Electrical Code (CEC), Part I and CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 0, General Requirements - Canadian Electrical Code, Part II, in Canada, NOM-001-SEDE, La Norma de Instalaciones Electricas (Mexican Electrical Code [MEC]), in Mexico, and NFPA 70, National Electrical Code (NEC), in the United States.1.2 Products includedThis standard covers the following products:a)    service cords;b)    elevator cables;c)    hoistway cables;d)    heater cords;e)    range and dryer cords;f)    cords for decorative lighting;g)    tinsel and lamp cords; andh)    special use cords._______Appliance Wiring MaterialUL 7581 Scope1.1 These requirements cover Appliance Wiring Material (AWM) in the form of single insulated conductors, multi-conductor cables, optical fibers, individual insulated conductors, and fiber optic members for use as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.2 The appliance wiring material covered by the requirements of this Standard are solely for use as factory-installed wiring either within the overall enclosure of appliances and other equipment (internal wiring) or as external interconnecting cable for appliances (external wiring), or for further processing as components in multi-conductor cables. 1.3 These requirements do not cover any wire, cable, or cord types that are presently covered in the National Electrical Code (NEC), NFPA 70, and are not intended for installation in buildings or structures in accordance with the NEC except within the scope of the installation instructions of the end-product for which their use is intended. 1.4 These requirements cover appliance wiring material with operating temperatures from a minimum 60°C (140°F) dry temperature rating and voltage ratings from a minimum 30-volt rating. Conductor size ranges from 50 AWG to 2000 kcmil. Appliance wiring material (AWM) composed entirely of optical fiber members or electrical conductors in combination with optical fiber members are also covered by these requirements. 1.5 These requirements do not cover the optical performance of any optical-fiber member or group of such members. 1.5.1 These requirements do not cover constructions which utilize flat, insulated conductors that are not laid parallel. The requirements for these products are found in the the Standard for Flexible Materials Interconnect Constructions,UL 796F. 1.5.1 added September 3, 20081.6 In addition to these constructions, this Standard establishes guidelines for the evaluation of special constructions that, due to their specific end product use, are not required to meet all of the requirements for general construction AWM. 1.7 The final acceptance of AWM is dependent upon its use in complete equipment that conforms with the standards applicable to such equipment. 
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Value Chain for Cables

metals
glass
polymers
FRs …..

Raw Mat.
producers

Cable 
producer OEM

Cable 
Constr.

Tolling/
compounding Drilling etc.

Pre-req. / specification e.g. PVC free

The Value Chain requires an active dialog by material 
suppliers, early movers and OEMs.

Strong pull by 
consumers 
and OEM’s for 
going green

Picture: A Beard
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Who is pinfa?

• pinfa, the Phosphorus, Inorganic and Nitrogen Flame Retardants 
Association represents manufacturers and users of the three major 
technologies of non-halogenated flame retardants. 

• pinfa members share the vision of continuously improving the 
environmental and health profile of their flame retardant products and 
offering innovative solutions for sustainable fire safety. 

• Part of the mission of pinfa is to provide information on non-halogenated 
phosphorus, inorganic and nitrogen flame retardants

http://www.cefic.be/�
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Members in 2010

http://www.frxpolymers.com/index.htm�
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pinfa flame retardants

• pinfa product selector: contains a growing list of more than 33 flame retardants
• Information on applications and regulatory information is available 
• Applications range from

- Thermoplastics
- Foams
- Textiles
- Paints/Coatings
- Adhesives
- Thermosets
- Wire and cables

• REACH status for products
is currently being implemented

• www.pinfa.eu

http://www.cefic.be/�
http://www.pinfa.eu/�
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Summary

• The market goes green (recycling, waste management, CO2….).
• Consumers, NGO’s, OEM’s and industry demand sustainable 

solutions.
• The cable industry is exploiting new trends, focusing on 

sustainability which creates challenges for cable design, materials 
used and application areas.

• Flame retardants are essential for cable safety and PIN FRs are a 
core area of R&D for leveraging sustainable plastics solutions

• Cable standards need to harmonize, take in account new materials 
and sustainability requirements.

• There is a need to define common ground for new industry 
standards to reply to the shifting market interest.

• Premium segments offer the opportunity to develop new 
technologies.
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Conclusion

• A variety of flame retardants based on phosphorus, nitrogen 
or inorganic compounds is available for polymers used in 
electric and electronic applications including cables.

• Technical challenges remain. However, there is no “one size 
fits all” flame retardant, but the toolbox is continuously 
growing.

• There is a strong trend towards more sustainable and 
environmentally compatible flame retardants, driven by 
NGOs, OEMs and legislation like RoHS, REACH.

• Pinfa members try to develop new and better solutions as 
well as entering in an active dialog along the value chain. 
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Thank you for your attention!

AMI Cables Conference
Cologne, 15 – 17 March 2011
Kay-Uwe Kutschbach, Michael Klimes, Adrian Beard

Improving fire 
safety solutions
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